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THE HISTORY OF
A GRAND CRU CLASSÉ BECOMES
PART OF THE FAMILY
Château Ripeau has been a Saint-Emilion Cru Classé since
1955. Its vineyard consists of a single plot covering more than
16 hectares (40 acres). Its prestigious neighbours include
Châteaux Cheval Blanc, Figeac, La Dominique, Jean Faure and
Corbin. The estate is located in the middle of the vines on
the plateau, north west of Saint-Emilion, close to the Pomerol
appellation. The chateau and its outbuildings are surrounded
by a listed 1.5-hectare (3.7-acre) park. The Grégoire family
decided to invest here in 2015, and Cyrille Grégoire lives in
the chateau with his wife Peggy and their two children.
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Château Ripeau
OVER THE CENTURIES

The first reference to the Ripeau hamlet
feature on a map by Pierre de Belleyme published in 1785,
but its beginnings date back several centuries before this.

The estate appears to have come into existence in the 13th century
and became independent when the Corbin seignory was dismantled
during the French Revolution.
One important historic event took place in 1868, when the Ripeau
estate was cited in Edouard Féret’s exhaustive review of Bordeaux
wines. The property was owned at that time by a certain Victorin
Pailhas, a wine merchant, banker and Libourne town councillor. In
1874, his heirs sold the estate to two landscape designers, Denis and
Eugène Bühler, who drew up plans for over a hundred private and
public parks and gardens in France.
The two brothers then refurbished and enhanced the chateau gardens.
Shortly afterwards in the 1880’s, Eugène Bühler was commissioned
to design the Parc Bordelais, the largest park in Bordeaux.
After 1908, the Bühler family sold Château Ripeau to Raoul Gunsbourg,
the director of the Monaco Opera, who sold the property again in 1917.
At this point, the estate became the property of the de Wilde family.
Marcel Loubat, Françoise de Wilde’s great-grandfather and brother
of Edmonde Loubat, who owned Château Pétrus, took over Ripeau
and it began its ascent to greatness.
In January 2015, the estate was acquired by the Grégoire family.

OPPOSITE / Archive image
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THE GRÉGOIRE FAMILY’S
ROOTS IN VINES

The Grégoire family history originated
in the Charentes winegrowing community.
Cyrille and Nicolas, the present owners of Château Ripeau
had their passion for vines handed down to them by their grandfather
Edmond, who was a blacksmith and farrier, and later a maker of small
vineyard equipment, and their father James, who built grape harvesters.
Together, they have defined a family entrepreneurial spirit
with characteristic audacity and an attachment to work well done.

“ THE BLACKSMITH,
NOW THE EMBLEM OF OUR CHATEAU,
HONOURS THE BOLD TENACITY
THAT HAS SHAPED OUR FAMILY
AND FORGED OUR DESTINY ”

From forge to vine
Cyrille and Nicolas Grégoire’s family memories begin at
their grandfather Edmond’s forge.
With the support of his wife Jeanne-Marie and James
his son, Edmond, a blacksmith by trade, designed and
developed small vineyard equipment: row unearthing
ploughs and vine trimmers.
Their business flourished quickly and the family
invested in a building in Cognac, where they could
manufacture their machines. Etablissements Grégoire
was born…

OPPOSITE / The Etablissements Grégoire building
ABOVE / Château Ripeau capsule
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When Edmond died, his son took over with his wife
Monique and together through sheer tenacity and
invention, the small family business grew into the
leading world manufacturer of grape harvesters.

Two sons
with their own personalities,
but a shared passion
James Grégoire passed his passion for
vines on to his two sons, Cyrille and Nicolas.
They both naturally chose wine-related
professions some years later.
The elder, Cyrille, spent a few years working
on a wine estate in the Chinon area, then in
1995 took over Château Bois Noir a Bordeaux
Supérieur wine. At just 24 years of age, he
was already making his first wines.

The brothers, fired by their passion,
audacity and generosity, constantly sought
to display their father’s and grandfather’s
family values through their wines.

Nicolas, spent some years working alongside
his father in the grape harvester business
and also acquired a wine property in 2002 Château Puynard, a Blaye Côtes de Bordeaux
wine.

Having sold the family business, their
father, James, bought Château de La Rivière
in the Fronsac appellation area. James and
his wife fell in love with the property and
managed it and reorganised it over a tenyear period.
In 2013, having sold the estate the previous
day, James Grégoire was killed in a tragic
accident. He was not able to enjoy his sons’
acquisition of Château Ripeau.
Encouraged by their mother, their wives
and their children, the two brothers see the
acquisition as a way to pursue their father’s
ambitions and sustain their family values.

“ OUR FATHER WAS A PASSIONATE MAN
WITH A DRIVING ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT,
WHICH SHAPED HIS LIFE: HE WAS ALWAYS FINDING
NEW CHALLENGES. THERE IS NO DOUBT
THAT HE WOULD HAVE ENCOURAGED US
TO EMBARK ON THIS NEW AVENTURE,
BECAUSE HE SECRETLY HOPED THAT ONE DAY
HE WOULD BE ABLE TO BUY
A SAINT-EMILION GRAND CRU CLASSÉ. ”

ABOVE / James Grégoire
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THE MAGNIFICENT
PROMISE
As soon as they arrived,
Cyrille and Nicolas Grégoire,
got down to work on restructuring
Château Ripeau’s vineyard.

“With some big names as neighbours, such
as Cheval Blanc and Figeac, we had an initial
idea of the amazing potential in the terroir
here”, explain the brothers.
“But before diving in, we needed to take time
to observe and understand what makes the
terroir tick,” adds Julien Salles.
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So, the new owners decided to call in Géocarta,
a specialist in high-resolution mapping of the
shallow subsoil of estates. Resistivity tests were
carried out over the whole estate, which by sending
electrical charges in the ground make it possible
to chart, square metre by square metre, the clay,
water and pebble content, as well as the depth of
the sub-soil.
The test results confirmed the outstanding
potential of the terroir.
“So, we restructured the vineyard based on
these findings to achieve perfect drainage of the
different plots. With time, the vines will send their
roots deeper down into the soil and really flourish,
giving us what we need to achieve our ambition:
to make Château Ripeau a great wine.” precises
Cyrille and Nicolas Grégoire.
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THE AMBITION
TO FORGE THE FUTURE
OF CHÂTEAU RIPEAU
Making Château Ripeau a great wine is just
doing justice to this amazing terroir, which
is worthy of being one of the greatest.
We can’t wait to build a beautiful new
setting for Ripeau, can’t wait to transform
it, can’t wait to extract the magnificent
promise from its soil.

LARGE PROJECTS
and team ambition

The Grégoire family believes that Château Ripeau
has the potential of producing great wine,
but its amazing terroir is only one of its many assets.
Located at the highest point of the plateau, north-west of SaintEmilion, the 20.5-hectare (50.7-acre) estate has a vineyard of 16.1
hectares (39.8 acres) in one single plot. The chateau and outhouses
are in the middle, surrounded by listed gardens, which were
refurbished and enhanced in 1874 by landscape architects Denis and
Eugène Bühler.
Ideal for an alternative approach to vine cultivation that would make
the greatest estates proud.
Ideal for complete renovation of all buildings to modernise the
operational capabilities and welcome trade professionals and wine
connoisseurs.
Ideal for a lifestyle to accompany all this, since Cyrille and his wife
Peggy and their two children will live on the estate and follow the
seasons in the winemaking year.

OPPOSITE/ The renovated tower
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CYRILLE GRÉGOIRE
OWNER-WINEGROWER

“ ACTUALLY LIVING ON SITE

IS THE ONLY WAY TO BE WHOLLY
COMMITTED.
WE’LL CONTINUE TO IMPROVE
THE TECHNICAL ASPECTS AND
MY ROLE CONSIST OF PROMOTING
THE “NEW” RIPEAU
IN FRANCE AND ABROAD.

”

Cyrille Grégoire was barely 20 years old, when he fell
in love with vines and wine. And the passion has never
waned since he made his first wines at Château Bois Noir
in 1995, a family property that he still looks after today.
He knows that promoting Château Ripeau will keep him
busy, but this will not stop him from being in the vineyard
and cellars.
“I need the contact and I will still be putting my hands
into the fruit at harvest time, because I just like it.”
His wife Peggy manages the administrative and financial
side of the business and also helps Cyrille and Nicolas
by following up on the renovation work on the estate’s
buildings. She also oversees marketing and the relations
with brokers and merchants.

PEGGY GRÉGOIRE
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NICOLAS GRÉGOIRE
OWNER-WINEGROWER

“ WE WANT TO MAKE A WINE

THAT HAS OUR STAMP ON IT,
WHILE GIVING FULL EXPRESSION
TO THIS OUTSTANDING TERROIR.

”

Before the Château Ripeau acquisition, Nicolas Grégoire
managed his wine growing estate in the Blaye region for
14 years.
“By brother and his wife are in charge of the everyday
things on the estate, but I back them up for all the key
steps.”
He and his wife Aurélie take part in every major decision
in the life of the Château, and are also responsible for its
image and communications.
Nicolas also manages the harvest and winemaking.

AURÉLIE GRÉGOIRE
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CLAUDE GROS

CONSULTANT OENOLOGIST

didier lacreu
Claude Gros has been a very close partner of the Grégoire family and Julien Salles for many
years. His experience and great expertise make him an essential resource in the “Ripeau
adventure”. His colleague, Didier Lacreu, also contributes all his know-how to crafting
Château Ripeau wines.
22
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A NEW GRAPHIC IDENTITY
TO ASSERT FAMILY VALUES

Their values are an integral part of their wine, so Cyrille and Nicolas Grégoire
chose to illustrate them on the Château Ripeau label.

BEAUTY
AUDACITY

The man controlling
his rearing horse symbolises
the audacity of our family.
“In each generation,
we have never given up
on anything. We are very
proud of this legacy.”

The woman symbolises
beauty and sensuality
in the widest sense.
Feminine beauty is part of this,
but it also covers the beauty
of a vineyard, a job or a wine.
“Beauty is like a muse
that guides and inspires
all our acts!”

TENACITY

FAMILY

In tribute to their farrier
grandfather, the blacksmith
becomes the emblem of
the property. The craftsman’s
patience and tenacity forge
the family’s destiny.

A grandmother, mother
or wife. A woman is also
the guardian of a family’s
values. “The owl is in honour
of our father, who was
fascinated by these birds,
and the squirrels are
in recognition of the small
inhabitants of the
Château Ripeau park.”

Executed with pen and brush
to resemble an engraving
24
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METICULOUS WORK
IN THE VINES

Located next door to the greatest classed growths
in the appellation area and close to Pomerol’s prestigious
mound, Château Ripeau has an exceptional terroir.

Resistivity testing revealed it and pits dug
to verify the data in the maps confirmed it.
The starting point for the systematic
restructuring of the vineyard was a detailed
understanding of this sandy gravel topsoil
with its veins of iron-bearing clay below.
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Vine removal and drainage
- 3.5 hectares (8.6 acres) have already been
cleared of vines and will be replanted in
2018, half with Merlot and the other half
with Cabernet Franc. These plots have
benefited from advanced drainage techniques and the vine density on them will
be increased to 9,500 vines per hectare.

Protecting people
and the environment

- Thorough tilling and the installation of
a drainage system around the plots in
2015 induced slight hydric stress, causing
the vines to develop their root systems
deeper into the soil. Drains between the
rows help to control the irrigation of the
vines in situ. The work resulted in two
fine vintages in 2015 and 2016.

Environmental considerations are extremely important at Château Ripeau.
The property was already converting to
“organic agriculture”, but Cyrille, Nicolas
and Julien want to go further:
- No use of herbicides, made possible by
careful tilling, partly with horses.
-
No use of insecticides, made possible
by implementing alternative methods,
such as mating disruption.
- No use of fungicides, made possible by
using biostimulants, biological pest
control and biotonic products.
- Installing a weather station on the property to gain more accuracy in deciding
the best time to apply treatments.
- Optimising spraying equipment
-
Adopting the Bordeaux Wine Board’s
environmental management system to
gain ISO14001 certification.

Additional techniques were implemented:
- Use of strictly organic soil conditioners
derived from plant and/or animal
ingredients to improve the structure and
constituents of the earth.
- Remedial pruning to reinstate sap flows
and optimise fruit distribution.
- The vine support systems were renewed
and heightened to enhance leaf surfaces.
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“ PROTECTING PEOPLE

AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT
IS AT THE HEART OF WHAT WE DO.
CHÂTEAU RIPEAU DESERVES OUTSTANDING
VINEYARD MANAGEMENT IN LINE
WITH OUR CONVICTIONS AND AMBITIONS.
THIS IS WHY WE ARE ALREADY
DEVELOPING ALTERNATIVE METHODS
THAT AIM TO STIMULATE THE VINES
NATURALLY, THEREBY MAKING THEM
HEALTHIER AND STRONGER
TO FIGHT OFF DISEASES THAT THREATEN
THEM. SOME MAJOR PROJECTS
IN THESE FIELDS ARE UNDERWAY.
WATCH THIS SPACE…

Precision

nd modern techniques

A major part of the rebuilding programme at Château Ripeau
is a new building to house the vathouse and two barrel cellars,
which is currently being erected where the original cellars
of the estate formerly stood.

The architectural concept involves cellars and
equipment rooms around a taller central hall in which
the tanks are to be housed. The idea is to facilitate
movement inside the area, where hi-tech and
practicality are combined.
The building will be ready to receive the harvest and
make wine in 2018.

”

NICOLAS & CYRILLE GRÉGOIRE
ABOVE / Diagram of the architectural renovation of the estate with its new cellars
© L’Agence de l’Arsenal
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Functional beauty
To the left of the vathouse are the barrel cellars with controlled
temperature and humidity. In the middle there is glass-walled tasting
area with views of the cellars and outside to the gardens.

Making each wine according to its individual needs
Small inverted truncated cone-shaped tanks with capacities of 7,200,
6,200 and 5,200 litres have been installed. Their shape fosters gentler,
more delicate extraction, which preserves the aromas of the fruit better.
Every tank is fitted with a double thermoregulation system enabling
accurate control of all the stages in the winemaking process.

Barrels selected to suit each batch
Coopers and types of wood are meticulously selected so that the wines
can reveal their natural characteristics in the barrel. The size and toast
of the barrels, which are all new, are adapted to the requirements of each
vintage and batch.
ABOVE / The inverted truncated cone-shaped tanks
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Main house

VIP accommodation
overlooking the park

Tasting pavilion

A venue

for receptions and sharing

Vathouse
and cellars

Reception area

Offices

The Grégoire family defined a renovation project
with architect Christophe Massie that recognises the value
of the existing buildings. The purpose of the refurbishment
was to create various living and work areas.

Storage and despatch
area

Four tasting and team ambition

A key building
in the architectural plan

… so customers and partners can feel
welcome in different surroundings:
Available space is to be organised into
different courtyards, rather like village
squares, so that private areas are protected
and the movements of different categories
of persons are more fluid. The Château
Ripeau team can work alongside visitors,
while customers and trade professionals can
also be hosted in specific tasting areas or
accommodation.
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is a tower with two floors in the northern
part of the estate, which has been
completely renovated. The owners decided
to highlight the tower, which is unusual
in Saint-Emilion, and transform it into a
tasting pavilion.
The decision is motivated by the panoramic
view from the pavilion, which clearly
demonstrates the exclusive location of
Château Ripeau in the middle of some
of the greatest estates, such as Pétrus,
Cheval-Blanc and Figeac.
From the top of its two patios, the extent
of the work carried out on the Ripeau
vineyard can also be witnessed: drainage,
planting, the delimitation of the plots, etc.
The pavilion is in fact conducive to learning
and will house a wall-to-wall tasting room
and Edmond Grégoire’s anvil in a setting
designed to evoke the grandfather’s smithy.

- In the middle of the cellars near the office
area
- Beside the old vintages cellar
- In the Tower in the vineyard
- Also in a reception room with a professional kitchen, opening out to the park.
The area will also house a collection of
cognacs reminiscent of the Grégoire
family’s origins.
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The park
On the east side of the estate is a
1.5-hectare (3.7-acre) listed park, which
was refurbished and enhanced at the end
of the 19th century by the Bühler brothers.
The landscape project proposed by
Landcraft consists in reinforcing, mainly
through new planting, the screen of trees,
that surrounds the estate’s buildings, while
remaining true to its original composition
and protecting its century-old trees.
Private areas will be re-introduced inside
the park, cut off from the chateau and the
vines to form small, wild rural retreats.
In other places, avenues will be cut through,
opening up views of the chateau and vines.

ABOVE / The park
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WINES
Humbly and methodically we seek to
express all the potential of the Château
Ripeau terroir in our wines. Our guiding
principles are meticulous precision and
preserving the aromas of the fruit.

Wines

elegantly made

Before every harvest, the fruit is systematically
tasted in the vineyard and assigned to different batches.
This makes it possible later in the vathouse to perform
tailor-made selections which enable unique wines
to be crafted in each tank.

The grapes are picked by hand, then meticulously sorted.
Mechanical and manual sorting is carried out in three steps.

Selections of fruit are vinified as a result of the choices
made earlier in the vineyard, ensuring that the individual identity
of each terroir is expressed. Inverted truncated cone-shaped tanks
with small capacities of 7,200, 6,200 and 5,200 litres are used.
Alcoholic fermentation takes place at low temperatures
to protect the freshness and characteristic aromas of the fruit.
The tanks’ double thermoregulation system enables every step in
the winemaking process to be optimised.
Barrels of different sizes ranging from 225 to 600 litres, lend
precision to ageing. Coopers are chosen based on the requirements
of each batch. Château Ripeau is aged in all new wood. The toast
level is adapted to each batch.

ABOVE / New wood barrels
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Château Ripeau

Saint-Emilion grand cru CLASSÉ

Owners: the Grégoire family
Consultant oenologist: Claude Gros
Appellation: Saint-Emilion Grand Cru Classé AOC
Grape varieties: 65 % Merlot, 30 % Cabernet Franc, 5 % Cabernet Sauvignon
Terroir: slightly gravelly sand topsoil with veins of iron-bearing clay in the subsoil
Vineyard area: 16.1 hectares (39.8 acres)
Average age of the vines: 35 years

THE 2016 VINTAGE

THE 2016 VINTAGE

IN THE CELLAR

IN THE CELLAR

Vinification: alcoholic fermentation
at low temperatures to protect the freshness
of the fruit
Barrel selection: quality and toast adapted
to the characteristics of each batch
Malolactic fermentation and ageing:
all in new barrels
Yield and estimated production:
35 hectolitres per hectare – 37,000 bottles

Blend: 90 % Merlot
10 % Cabernet Franc
Harvest: by hand using perforated crates
Merlot: 12th to 20th October
Cabernet Franc: 20th to 22nd October

- THE 2016 VINTAGE “SPLENDOUR"
The 2016 vintage came with extreme weather conditions and record spring rainfall, followed by a hot
dry summer. Flowering took place quickly and evenly. Leaf removal was only carried out on the eastfacing side of the rows to avoid any sunburn. Some green fruit was eliminated in two steps, initially
at the end of July to ensure optimal distribution of the fruit on the vines and air circulation. A second
pass took place at the end of August to remove slow-ripening fruit. Ripening overall was excellent with
conducive weather conditions, little or no humidity and cool nights. Mating disruption techniques
were implemented in the vineyard and were able to prevent vine moth damage. The various factors
enabled us to accurately determine the best harvest date for every plot that was perfectly ripe and
disease-free.
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tour de Ripeau
Saint-Emilion grand cru

Owners: the Grégoire family
Consultant oenologist: Claude Gros
Appellation: Saint-Emilion Grand Cru AOC
Grape varieties: 65  % Merlot, 30  % Cabernet Franc, 5 % Cabernet Sauvignon
Terroir: slightly gravelly sand topsoil with veins of iron-bearing clay in the subsoil
Vineyard area: 16.1 hectares (39.8 acres)
Average age of the vines: 35 years

THE 2016 VINTAGE

THE 2016 VINTAGE

IN THE VINEYARD

IN THE CELLAR

Blend: 45  % Merlot,
35 % Cabernet Sauvignon,
20 % Cabernet Franc
Harvest: by hand using perforated crates
Merlot: 5th to 15th October
Cabernet Sauvignon: 21st October
Cabernet Franc: 22nd October

Vinification: alcoholic fermentation at low
temperatures to protect the freshness of the fruit
Barrel selection: quality and toast adapted
to the characteristics of each batch
Malolactic fermentation in stainless steel vats
Ageing: half in new barrels, half in stainless
steel vats
Yield and estimated production:
40 hectolitres per hectare – 22,000 bottles

- MILLÉSIME 2016 “SPLENDOUR"
The 2016 vintage came with extreme weather conditions and record spring rainfall, followed by a hot
dry summer. Flowering took place quickly and evenly. Leaf removal was only carried out on the eastfacing side of the rows to avoid any sunburn. Some green fruit was eliminated in two steps, initially
at the end of July to ensure optimal distribution of the fruit on the vines and air circulation. A second
pass took place at the end of August to remove slow-ripening fruit. Ripening overall was excellent with
conducive weather conditions, little or no humidity and cool nights. Mating disruption techniques
were implemented in the vineyard and were able to prevent vine moth damage. The various factors
enabled us to accurately determine the best harvest date for every plot that was perfectly ripe and
disease-free.
s
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TASTING NOTES
VINTAGE 2015
the entry, but there is good depth and a clean and gently
grippy finish. Watch out for future vintages of this estate
owned by the Gregoire family.

JEFF LEVE - WINE CELLAR INSIDER
91-93/100

The first vintage from the new owners shows a nice dark
color, rich, supple tannins, sweet, lush, juicy fruits and
chocolate-covered plums in the finish. This clearly marks
a rebirth of the estate.

PIERRE CITERNE - RVF
16,5-17/20

Pour leur premier millésime, les frères Grégoire frappent
fort. L'ambition est patente et les options techniques
clairement définies. L'échantillon affiche beaucoup
d'intensité et une fraîcheur de fruit remarquable
(fermentation à basse température), cadrée par un élevage
précis (100 % bois neuf, barriques de tailles diverses et
chauffes faibles).

JAMES SUCKLING
91-92/100

This is very concentrated and powerful with chewy
tannins and intense fruit. Slightly hollow center palate
but should fill in nicely.

NEAL MARTIN - THE WINE ADVOCATE
89-91/100

The 2015 Ripeau is a blend of 90 % Merlot and 10 %
Cabernet Franc that was picked between October 1-7
and matured in 100 % new oak. The bouquet marks
amelioration vis-a-vis older vintages, a little more refinement and precision coming through, just flirting with
over-ripeness, but wisely choosing not to step over the
line. The palate is medium-bodied, a little chewiness on

SOMMELIERS INTERNATIONAL
5/5 tastevins

Château Ripeau 2015 : une pépite rare, à découvrir et posséder de toute urgence.
De la classe de la haute couture… Difficile de trouver
mieux même chez les plus grands crus classés.

VINTAGE 2016
encore primaire, qui nourrit une structure puissante
mais déjà déliée, d’une grande cohérence.

ANTONIO GALLONI - VINOUS
88-91/100

The 2016 Ripeau, 90 % Merlot and 10 % Cabernet Franc,
shows great power and density. The wine exudes richness
in its deep blue/purplish-hued fruit, and the 100 % new
French oak adds to the opulent, full-throttle feel. Overall,
the 2016 is a big wine with quite a bit of potential. Claude
Gros is the consulting winemaker.

NEAL MARTIN FOR THE WINE ADVOCATE
89-91/100

The 2016 Ripeau is a blend of 90 % Merlot and 10 %
Cabernet Franc picked between 12th and 20th October and
matured in 100 % new oak. It has a hedonistic and
decadent bouquet with exotic black cherry, crème de cassis and licorice scents that are lacking delineation and
do not really articulate the growing season. The palate
then turns volte face and is nicely structured with grainy
tannin, a dash of spice and good definition on the finish.
I suspect that the aromatics will gain more composure by
the time of bottling. Drink 2021- 2038.

JANCIS ROBINSON
16,5+/20

Very distinctive, sweet and relaxed. Settled and rich but
not excessively sweet. Slightly reminiscent of Terre Roteboeuf. Good meat extract stuff with real length. Drink
2024-2038

TIM ATKINS
92/100

JANE ANSON
90/100

New to my report this year, this was one of the discoveries of the Saint-Émilion Grand Cru Classé tasting.
Comparatively forward and approachable in style, it has
silky smooth tannins, some chalky freshness, nuanced
oak and a core of plum and bramble fruit. 2020-26.

Bright and firm fruits, very much on the intense fruit
register, but with excellent balance and elongated
tannins. Drink 2027-2050

JEFF LEVE FOR THE WINE CELLAR INSIDER
91/100

YVES BECK
91-92/100

Dark in color, this wine offers floral, dark berry, licorice,
smoke, chocolate and sweet cherries. Round, fleshly,
forward and fresh, the wine was produced from blending
90 % Merlot and 10 % Cabernet Franc.

Robe pourpre violacé. Bouquet de bonne intensité révélant des notes de fruits confits et d’épices. À l’aération je
relève également des notes de craies et de fruits noirs.
Attaque suave et minérale. Le corps est marqué par une
structure vive, dure et chaleureuse en finale. Tannins
serrés qui ont la matière pour tenir tête à l’acidité. Un
vin séduisant, qui assume bien cet état de fait, car il sait
se montrer convaincant de par sa fraîcheur et sa tension.
Drink 2022-2041.

PIERRE CITERNE POUR LA RVF
16-17/20

Issu d’une vinification très spécifique (fermentation à
basse température), il persiste dans la voie ambitieuse
initiée par le 2015. Un fruit particulièrement dense,
44
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